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Abstract 
The Kotlin programming language has seen an increase of adoption since its launch in 

2011. In late 2017 Google announced first-class support for Kotlin on the Android 

platform which further popularized the language. With this increase in popularity we 

felt it was interesting to investigate how Kotlin affects the developer experience. We 

performed a case study to see how Java developers perceive the Kotlin language, and 

how it meets the requirements of these developers. To gather the developer 

requirements and their perception of Kotlin we performed two sets of interviews and 

rewrote parts of their codebase. The first set of interviews identified developer 

requirements and the second set of interviews showcased the Kotlin language and its 

potential use in their codebase. The results show that Kotlin can meet most of the 

developer requirements and that the perception of Kotlin is positive. Kotlin’s ability to 

be incrementally adopted was a prominent feature which reduced the inherent risks of 

technology adoption while providing them the ability to further evaluate the language. 

The expressiveness of a programming language has previously been found to be a 

prominent factor of language adoption. In this study, we identified the expressive 

nature of Kotlin as a major factor of its adoption potential. 
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Glossary 
 Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 

o An environment in which Java bytecode compliant code can be run. 
The JVM is targeted by a range of languages, including Kotlin. 

 First-class support 
o Compare to airline first-class. Emphasizes the priority of the support. 

 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 
o The development environment. E.g. Eclipse, Intellij IDEA. 

 Type safety 
o The extent to which a programming language verifies, discourages or 

prevents type errors. 

 Type inference 
o Automatic detection of type of an expression. 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the study’s background, motivation, fundamental concepts and 

problems which has been examined. 

1.1 Background 

Kotlin is a modern programming language which primarily targets the Java virtual 

machine (JVM). Since its launch in 2011 (“Kotlin (programming language),” 2018) the 

language has experienced large growth in terms of its user-base and adoption (Hariri, 

2017). In 2017 Kotlin was recognized by Google as a first-class language for Android 

(Shafirov, 2017), which meant greater outreach and awareness. 

 

A prominent feature of Kotlin, as described by its creators, is its ability to be gradually 

adopted in existing Java based projects. (Breslav, 2013) 

 

Upon searching scientific sources, we have found very limited amounts of papers 

mentioning Kotlin and its use in the industry. A personal urge of understanding what 

Kotlin may contribute to businesses, what problems it might introduce or solve, and 

the seemingly lacking amount of scientific reports was the primary motivations for this 

study. 

 

InfoCaption is the name of our research partner as well as the name of their product. 

Their product is a primarily Java-based e-support system. They expressed interest in 

what improvements could be made to their development environment which matched 

well against our research target; they used Java and were interested in seeing what 

potential improvements they could apply. 

 

Their product provides a variety of guides, promoted as making it easier for 

coworkers to help each other, their e-support system is used by a wide range of 

companies as well as internally to ease the company’s processes. 

 

The results from this study is targeted towards the Java focused part of the software 

development industry. This study provides insights into how their developers might 

feel about their work and in which ways Kotlin might contribute to better their 

development environment. 

 

Fagerholm & Münch (2012) conceptualizes what Developer Experience is and how it 

relates to the concept of User Experience (UX). While UX usually refers to the user’s 

experience while using a product, DEX instead refers to the developer’s experience 

creating or developing a product or service. 

 

Developer Experience is divided into three main areas – cognition, affect and conation. 
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Figure 1: Developer Experience: Conceptual Model (Fagerholm & Münch, 2012) 

DEX can be summarized by answering different questions which makes each of its 

areas: 

 (Cognition) How do developers perceive the development infrastructure? 

 (Affect) How do developers feel about their work? 

 (Conation) How do developers see the value of their contribution? 
 

With the DEX conceptual model in mind we investigate which effects Kotlin has on 

developers and their work. We propose that if developers enjoy using Kotlin or 

consider it as a way to improve their infrastructure, then the results of this study could 

be used to improve companies’ attractiveness and the wellbeing of their employees. 
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1.2 Problem and research questions 

The adoption of new technology can be risky and problematic for businesses which 

makes it crucial to provide understanding about what obstacles they might face, and 

what benefits the technology might provide them. The seeming lack of scientific 

research regarding Kotlin lead us to the following questions. 

 

 Does Kotlin provide a positive change in perception compared to a previous 
Java-only state? 

 What challenges comes to light upon introducing Kotlin to a Java-based 
project? 

1.3 Purpose 

This study aims to identify how developers perceive a partial migration towards Kotlin, 

and what potential the language has to improve their developer experience. 

1.4 Constraints 

In the search for industry partners to work with, the study has targeted companies 

which has not used Kotlin before.  
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2. Theory 

This chapter describes relevant research and theory which was obtained during the 

study. 

2.1 Unhappiness of Software Developers 

The article On the Unhappiness of Software Developers (Graziotin, Fagerholm, Wang, 

& Abrahamsson, 2017) describes how developers are affected by (un)happiness. They 

describe that unhappiness effects the productivity of developers. In a summarization 

of literature, they make clear that a cost-effective way to foster happiness in developers 

is to minimize their dissatisfaction. Psychological problems such as burnout-

syndrome and anxiety might also decrease if one limits bad experiences of software 

development. 

 

The authors have performed a large qualitative and quantitative study in which 2 220 

developers partook of which 1 318 provided very useful data. The study identified 219 

factors which represents reasons for unhappiness in software development. 

 

 
Table 1: Top 10 reasons for unhappiness (Graziotin, Fagerholm, Wang, & Abrahamsson, 2017) 

 

The ten foremost factors were summarized, as seen in the table 1 above. Each cause 

was categorized and its frequency counted. Being stuck in problem solving was the 

number one factor for developer unhappiness which was categorized as “software 

developer’s own being” to note that the cause is local to the developer. Time pressure 

was the second highest rating cause which was categorized as an external cause having 

to do with an external process. The third factor, bad code quality and coding practices, 

is categorized as an external cause and relates to the artifact being worked on. Under-

performing colleagues is the forth factor which is an external factor in their working 

environment. The fifth factor is developers feeling inadequate with their work which 

is considered to be related to the software developer’s own being. Following factors are 

mundane or repetitive tasks, unexplained broken code, bad decision making, 

imposed limitation on development and personal issues. 

 

Time pressure could decrease the possibilities of improving the other causes of 

unhappiness, e.g. bad code quality and bad coding practices.  
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2.2 Empirical Analysis of Programming Language Adoption 

Meyerovich & Rabkin (2013) performed a large quantitative study by of over 200 000 

SourceForge projects, 590 000 projects tracked by Ohloh, and multiple surveys of 

1000-13000 developers. They made a few interesting findings about the factors 

involved when developers choose a language. 

2.2.1 Power Law 

They identified what they call a power law that dictates that a small number of 

languages account for most of the overall usage. Even in niche areas the most used 

languages are often dominant. 

2.2.2 Intrinsic features 

Intrinsic features have a secondary importance in adoption. Open source libraries, 

existing code, and existing experience influence developers while features like 

performance, reliability and simple semantics does not. 

2.2.3 Forgetfulness 

Developers frequently learn and forget languages and the number of languages a given 

developer is familiar with is the same across age groups. Developers learn more varied 

languages if they’re exposed to different language families during education. 

2.2.4 Expressiveness 

When considering intrinsic language features developers prioritize expressivity over 

correctness. This relates to how enforced the type system is. 

2.2.5 Motivation for selecting languages 

Through the analysis of a large set of surveys they identified that developers value open 

source libraries as the dominant factor for language selection. Social factors such as 

their personal experience, or their teams experience, was rated highly. 

2.2.6 Valued features 

Among the valued features the study identified speed of development as favored when 

compared to correctness. 

2.2.7 Learning 

Developers tend to learn and forget languages and according to their data it seemed 

that underlying simplicity of a languages formal semantics was not closely related to 

the developer’s ability to learn the language. 
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2.3 Stack Overflow developer survey 

Stack Overflow has a yearly web-based survey (“Stack Overflow Developer Survey 

2018,” 2018) aimed towards developers which covers questions about how developers 

feel about the technology they use, would like to use or the technology they dread. It 

also covers how and what they work with along with their community interactions. 

 

At the 2017 year’s survey they had over 64 000 developer respondents and in 2018 

they had over 100 000 developers responding to their survey. All respondents have 

provided their answers via Stack Overflows website. 

2.3.1 Developer roles 

Out of all respondents 57,9% of them identified themselves as backend developers. 

The most common role-pairs were backend developer, frontend developer and full-

stack developer. 

2.3.2 Most popular programming, scripting and markup languages 

Out of all the most popular languages Kotlin was used by 4,5% and Java was used by 

45,3% of all respondents. In this list were two other JVM languages, Scala and Groovy, 

which got 4,4% and 4,3% respectively. 

Language % of all respondents 

JavaScript 69.8% 

HTML 68.5% 

CSS 65.1% 

SQL 57.0% 

Java 45.3% 

Bash/Shell 39.8% 

Python 38.8% 

C# 34.4% 

PHP 30.7% 

C++ 25.4% 

C 23.0% 

TypeScript 17.4% 

Ruby 10.1% 

Swift 8.1% 

Assembly 7.4% 

Go 7.1% 

Objective-C 7.0% 

VB.NET 6.7% 

R 6.1% 

Matlab 5.8% 

VBA 4.9% 

Kotlin 4.5% 

Scala 4.4% 
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Groovy 4.3% 

Perl 4.2% 
Table 2: Most popular programming, scripting and markup languages (“Stack Overflow Developer Survey 
2018,” 2018) 

2.3.3 Most loved, dreaded and wanted 

Among the most loved languages Kotlin was loved by 75,1% while Java was loved by 

50,7% of respondents. The other JVM languages in the list, Clojure and Scala had 

59,6% and 58,5% respectively. Out of the JVM languages Groovy was dreaded by a 

majority of 66,4%. 

 

Among the most wanted languages Kotlin ranked 4th with 12,4%, Java 6th with 10,5%, 

Scala 17th with 5,6% and Closure 24th with 2,7%. 

 

Language Loved by % of respondents 

Rust 78.9% 

Kotlin 75.1% 

Python 68.0% 

TypeScript 67.0% 

Go 65.6% 

Swift 65.1% 

JavaScript 61.9% 

C# 60.4% 

F# 59.6% 

Clojure 59.6% 

Bash/Shell 59.1% 

Scala 58.5% 

SQL 57.5% 

HTML 55.7% 

CSS 55.1% 

Haskell 53.6% 

Julia 52.8% 

Java 50.7% 

R 49.4% 

Ruby 47.4% 

Erlang 47.2% 

C++ 46.7% 

Hack 42.1% 

PHP 41.6% 

Ocaml 41.5% 
Table 3: Most loved languages (“Stack Overflow Developer Survey 2018,” 2018) 
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Language Wanted by % (not current user) 

Python 25.1% 

JavaScript 19.0% 

Go 16.2% 

Kotlin 12.4% 

TypeScript 11.9% 

Java 10.5% 

C++ 10.2% 

Rust 8.3% 

C# 8.0% 

Swift 7.7% 

HTML 7.6% 

CSS 7.6% 

SQL 6.8% 

R 6.3% 

C 5.9% 

Ruby 5.7% 

Scala 5.6% 

Haskell 5.3% 

Bash/Shell 4.9% 

PHP 4.1% 

F# 4.0% 

Assembly 3.4% 

Erlang 3.0% 

Clojure 2.7% 

Objective-C 2.6% 
Table 4: Most wanted languages (“Stack Overflow Developer Survey 2018,” 2018) 

2.4 Programming Language Use in US Academia and Industry 

In an informatics study from Rabai, Cohen, & Mili (2015) the use of programming 

languages in academia and industry has been analyzed. Their results point towards the 

same trends as the research from StackOverflow (2018) and Meyerovich & Rabkin 

(2013). Namely that 1. Java usage is decreasing, 2. Extrinsic features are a prominent 

factor for language adoption, and 3. that a few languages make up for most of the 

overall usage. 

 

Rabai, Cohen, & Mili (2015) points out that the language use in academia differs 

depending on the type of course and that languages used in computer courses and 

data structure courses tend to use languages that are easy to use or clarify specific 

concepts such as data structures. These categories did not correlate to the usage in 

industry but those languages used in first programming language courses tend to 

reflect the industry language usage. 
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3. Kotlin as a language 

Kotlin was first launched by JetBrains in 2011 and has since then seen a large rise in 

popularity and adoption. It was announced by Google as a first-class language for 

Android in 2017 (Shafirov, 2017). This section will try and describe what features 

Kotlin brings with it and some notable syntax differences as compared to Java. The 

Kotlin examples used in this section are partly adopted from the official Kotlin site 

(“Reference - Kotlin Programming Language,” n.d.). 

3.1 Selling points 

JetBrains lists several selling points for using Kotlin with server-side (“Kotlin for 

Server Side - Kotlin Programming Language,” n.d.), Android and JavaScript 

development. Since our research partner use Java for purely server-side development 

that’s what we’re bringing forth. 

Expressiveness 

The Kotlin team says that Kotlin comes with “innovative language features” and 

mentions their type-safe builders and delegated properties as examples for this. 

Empirically we identify other feature as better examples of expressiveness in Kotlin – 

some of these are described in the following sections. 

Scalability 

Coroutines is a technology that provides thread-like behavior in a performant and 

familiar way. It is reminiscent of the async/await features from languages like C# and 

JavaScript/ECMAScript. 

Interoperability 

They state that Kotlin is fully compatible with all Java-based frameworks, this enables 

Kotlin to take advantage of all the available open source libraries and project already 

made for Java. 

Migration 

In concert with Kotlin’s interoperability the language enables codebases to be 

gradually migrated to Kotlin while still having older code in Java. 

Tooling 

Kotlin has support for popular IDE’s like Intellij IDEA, Android Studio and Eclipse. 

They also have specialized tooling for frameworks like Spring and others via their 

community. 
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Learning curve 

The Kotlin team states that it’s very easy to start learning Kotlin as a Java developer. 

They provide tooling for automatic rewrite of Java code to Kotlin together with a range 

of freely available tutorials. 

3.2 Apparent syntax differences 

 Kotlin is primarily used without semicolons “;” 

 Types, when used, are written to the right 

 Classes are final by default and designing for inheritance needs to be explicit 

 Handling nullability is eased by features like the null-safety operator “.?” 

 Automatic handling of getters and setters 

3.3 Variables 

Final variables are prefixed with the val keyword and non-final variables are prefixed 

with var. The variable type can be implicit or explicit. Initializing a variable directly 

enables Kotlin to infer the type. The variable types are written to the right. 

3.3.1 Immutable variables 

3.3.2 Mutable variable 

Variables as well as functions can be defined at the top-level, that is without the need 

for a containing function or class. 

3.3.3 String templates and string literals 

A modern feature that already exists in C# and recent versions of JavaScript is string 

templates.  

This allows for variables to be interpolated with a string expression without the need 

for concatenation. A common thing to see with languages not supporting this feature 

is the Kotlin equivalent of: 

A common way of expressing multiline strings in Java is by appending “\n” to define 

a newline inside a string literal. The code might look equivalent to this Kotlin code: 

val a: Int = 1  // immediate assignment 

val b = 2   // `Int` type is inferred 

val c: Int  // Type required when no initializer is provided 

c = 3       // deferred assignment  

var x = 5 // `Int` type is inferred 

x += 1  

val s = "abc" 

println("$s.length is ${s.length}") // prints "abc.length is 3"  

val s = "abc" 

println(s + ".length is " + s.length)  
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or the following using concatenation: 

With pure Kotlin the above example could be re-written with the use of triple quotes: 

3.4 Functions definitions 

Functions can be defined with or without a body “{}” and like variables the return type 

can be inferred. The type is always written to the right of the variable name. 

There is also support for creating so called local function which existing in a limited 

scope; like inside another function. 

The local function is attached on the File class as an extension function which is 

mentioned in a following chapter. 

 

  

val text = "this is a first line\nthis is a second line"  

val text = "this is a first line\n" + 

    "this is a second line\n" + 

    "this is a third line"  

val text = """this is a first line 

    this is a second line 

    this is a third line 

    """.trimMarin()  

fun sum(a: Int, b: Int) = a + b 

fun sum(a: Int, b: Int): Int { 
    return a + b 
}  

private fun deleteMediaFiles(mediaPath: String) : Unit { 

    fun File.deleteIfExists() = if(exists()) delete() 

    File("${mediaPath}/cover.png").deleteIfExists() 

    File("${mediaPath}/icon.png").deleteIfExists() 

    File("${mediaPath}/summary.png").deleteIfExists() 

}  
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3.5 Classes and objects 

Classes can be defined with or without a body and can be explicit depending on the 

requirements. 

3.5.1 Basic classes 

3.5.2 With constructor 

3.5.3 With default parameters 

Default values for the constructor parameters can be defined in the class header 

constructor. This makes the parameters optional. 

3.5.4 Getter and setters 

A major easing thing with Kotlin is the implicit creation of getters and setters for class 

properties. For each field defined in the class header constructor a corresponding set 

of getters and setters can be created. 

 

The visibility and mutability of each class property can be described in the class header 

constructor as well. Without any visibility prefixed the properties are public and 

immutable by default. 

The above class definition provides a getter for the immutable id property and a getter 

and a setter for the mutable hairColor property. 

 

The getter and setter of hairColor can then be used like so: 

 

This alleviates the need to have source files with many lines of code just for getters and 

setters. The interoperability with Java makes the above actions use the conventional 

getProperty()/setProperty(value) grammar when called from Java code. 

  

class Person 

class Person {}  

class Person(var firstName: String, var lastName: String)  

class Person(var firstName:String = "empty", var lastName:String ="empty")  

class Person(val id:Int, var hairColor:String)  

val person = Person(1, "red") 

person.hairColor = "brown" 

println(person.hairColor)  
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3.5.5 POJO and DTO 

POJO’s (Plain Old Java Object) and DTO’s (Data Transfer Object) are commonly used 

to store data and provide methods for comparisons such as toString() to represent 

the object as string, equals() to compare the object to another and getter/setters for 

retrieving or setting the properties. 

 

These can conveniently be created by Kotlin using a data class. 

3.5.6 Inheritance 

In Kotlin classes are final by default which means that classes need to be explicitly 

designed for inheritance. This alleviates the occurrence of unexpected errors due to 

extending classes which we’re not designed for inheritance. The same applies to 

methods of parent classes. 

 

This is handled via the open keyword: 

3.5.7 Singletons 

In Kotlin a singleton can be defined by the object keyword. 

3.6 Extension functions 

One syntactical feature which provides more ways to create readable code is extension 

functions. The single responsibility principle Martin (2003) states that a class should 

only have responsibility over a single part of the application. 

 

If we use a person example class and we have a need for getting the full name of the 

person we could do this in several ways. 

We could concatenate these strings or use template strings by getting the firstName 

and lastName property respectably. 

 

data class User(val name: String, val age: Int)  

open class Base { 

    open fun v() {} 

    fun nv() {} 

} 

class Derived() : Base() { 

    override fun v() {} 

}  

object DatabaseSingleton { 

    var connection:Connection 

}  

class Person(val firstName: String, val lastName: String)  
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Another approach provided by Kotlin is to use extension functions: 

This could then be used as if it existed on a Person class instance: 

This gives the developer the ability to lexically say that something should be done with 

the Person while keeping the class’s single responsibility intact.  

 

A Java equivalent would be similar to the following Kotlin implementation: 

As can be seen this provides a lexically different way of expressing the same 

functionality. 

3.7 Null safety 

Kotlin’s type system is built to avoid issues when handling null references. 

 

Variable types need to be explicitly suffixed with “?” to say that the variable can be null. 

The Elvis operator can be used as a compact way of supplying an alternative value if a 

target object is null. 

The safety operator “.?” can be used to evaluate the subsequent operations only if the 

target is not null. 

  

fun  Person.getFullName() = "${this.firstName} ${this.lastName}"  

val person = Person("John", "Doe") 

println(person.getFullName())  

fun getPersonFullName(person: Person) = "${person.firstName} ${person.lastName}" 

 

val person = Person("John", "Doe") 

println(getPersonFullName(person))  

val cantBeNull: String 

val canBeNull: String?  

val nullString: String? = null 

val name = nullString ?: "empty" // equals "empty"  

var names: ArrayList<String>? = arrayListOf("James", "Sandra", "Luis") 

names?.forEach { println(it) } // James, Sandra, Luis 

names = null 

names?.forEach { println(it) } // Outputs nothing   
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3.8 Miscellaneous convenient features 

Here we show few noticeable differences that we could not place into the previous 

categories. 

3.8.1 Use of classes with same name 

If one has a need to use two classes with the same name, the imports can be imported 

as. 

3.8.2 Smart casting 

If a type has already been checked and verified, then the instance is automatically 

treated as such type. 

If an instance should be treated as a certain type it could be casted in a unchecked way. 

  

import foo.Bar // Bar is accessible 

import bar.Bar as bBar // bBar stands for 'bar.Bar'  

if (x is String) { 
    // x is now treated as a String 
    println(x.length) 
}  

val animal = Animal() 

val dog = animal as Dog 

dog.bark() // Woff  
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4. Method 

This chapter describes how the study was executed, what type of study it is and how 

the underlying data was collected and analyzed. 

4.1 Research strategy 

The process of the study was adopted from Oates (2006) model of the research 

process. The model clarifies what leads to the research questions, eventual conceptual 

frameworks and what strategies and data collection methods was used and how the 

data is intended to be analyzed. 

 

 
Figure 2: Research process (Oates, 2006) 

From Oates research model we adopted the following view to describe the path of this 

study. 

 
Figure 3: Adapted view of the research process 

The above figure is adopted from Oates (2006). The used strategy was a case study 

with which interviews and code studies has been used for data collection. The analysis 

has been qualitative. 

 

The workflow was outline with the following planned stages: 

1. Find related studies which could provide insight into 
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a. language adoption 
b. Kotlin specifically 
c. Migrating codebases 
d. Developer satisfaction & productivity 

2. Establish understanding of research partners codebase 
3. Determine the developer’s perception of 

a. the current codebase 
b. common problems 

4. Determine what part to target for a Kotlin rewrite 
5. Rewrite part of the codebase 
6. Determine 

a. how the developers perceive the change 
b. if Kotlin seems to mitigate previously perceived issues 

4.2 Data generation 

This chapter describes by which means data was obtained and generated. 

4.2.1 Literature review 

According to Oates (2006) literature reviews are used to initially help with ideas about 

studies and to find relevant literature for the targeted subject. Throughout the study 

literature reviews are relevant to find supporting theories and research, and to solidify 

the foundation of the study. 

 

From Oates (2006) recommendation we have summarized a list over keywords which 

represents concepts which seemed relevant for the research subject. 

 

Keyword Purpose 
Code smell Find how developers feel about working 

with “smelly” code 
Rewrite Find studies related to code migrations 
Developer happiness Factors for developer experience 
Developer experience Factors for developer experience 
Adoption java + problems/challenges Studies about migrations related to Java 
Language adoption Studies about language adoption 
Kotlin Finding any Kotlin related studies 

Table 5: Keywords for literature search 

With these defined keywords we searched for literature via Summon and IEEE. The 

initial literature review was thoroughly logged, with information about which keyword 

combinations were used to find each study; at which position the study appeared in 

the search; which database it was found in and why each study was chosen. 

This became outdated and did not represent the complete literature review process. 

We excluded the log from the study since it was no longer sufficient for repeating the 

process. 
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Besides searching through summon we’ve also used data from previously known 

sources like the yearly Stack Overflow developer survey (“Stack Overflow Developer 

Survey 2018,” 2018). 

4.2.2 Informal interview 

Informal interviews are interviews which has been conducted in a casual setting 

without a predefined structure. This is similar to what Oates (2006) calls unstructured 

interviews but without any predefined guidelines or questions. This was suitable in the 

upstart of the project to get an understanding of the study environment, establish the 

interest of our research partner and getting to know what they work with. 

 

A single informal interview was conducted which purpose was to get a general 

understanding of our research partners development process, development 

infrastructure and codebase. 

4.2.3 Code introduction and document studies 

Oates (2006) describes document studies as documents which are found or generated. 

We interpreted this to include found or generated code. To gather an understanding 

of our partner’s codebase and to determine which parts to target for the Kotlin 

implementation we asked for an introduction to their project and the code therein. 

 

Sequentially we followed up with a re-write of parts of their codebase to Kotlin which 

provided a basis for a second set of interviews. 

4.2.4 Interviews 

Our main method of data generation was interviewing our research partner’s 

developers. The interviews were conducted in two stages: one for gathering a sense of 

the developers’ perception of the codebase and its problems; another after a code re-

write to get their perception of Kotlin in the context of their own codebase. 
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4.3 Analysis and execution 

Under the following chapter the research process is described along with how we’ll 

present the results. 

4.3.1 Summarization and visualization 

This section describes how the results will be presented and the idea behind the result 

structure. 

 

Based on code studies of our partner’s code and the improvements Kotlin supposedly 

brings we hypostasized that a code-rewrite would target the following features: 

 

1. DTOs / POJOs / Data classes 
2. Utility classes 
3. Singletons 
4. Null checks 
5. Getter & setters 
6. Template strings 

 

We also hypostasize that this would bring with it an improvement of developer 

experience. After conducting further code studies and a re-write based on input from 

the first interview, we established the following language aspects as notable changes: 

1. Variables 
2. Functions 

a. Extension 
b. Local 

3. Classes 
a. Data / POJO / DTO 
b. Getter / Setter 
c. Inheritance 
d. Companion objects vs Static 

4. Null safety 
5. Miscellaneous  

a. Imports 
b. Checked casting with “is” 
c. Unchecked casting with “as” 
d. Control flow 

 

By translating a developer perceived problem to a requirement and a developer 

proposed improved to a requirement we can link requirements to available Kotlin 

features. 
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This will result in two perspectives: one empirical where we match the aggregated 

requirements to one or more Kotlin features and one where we describe how the 

developers perceived the Kotlin counterpart. 

 

Developer problems Developer requirement 

1. Example problem 1. Requirement derived from problem 
Table 6: Example of results - Developer problems & requirements 

The above table serves to translate a problem into a requirement definition. 

 

 

Developer requirement Kotlin feature 

1. Requirement derived from 
problem 

1. Feature meeting requirement 

Table 7: Example of results - Developer requirement & Kotlin feature 

The above table serves to match a developer requirement to a Kotlin feature. 

 

To understand how the developers perceived Kotlin and its features we showcased 

Kotlin and its features in the context of their own codebase. For each class we rewrote 

we tried to showcase differing aspects of the language as compared to Java. 

4.4 Interview design 

Each interview was planned to take 1 hour at most. Questions were made to establish 

the developers background, their experience and perception of the current codebase 

and their frequent problems.  The study specific questions were made to gather an idea 

of the developer’s perception. 

 

“Both semi-structured and unstructured interviews allow 

interviewees to ‘speak their minds’ and so are used where the 

primary purpose is ‘discovery’, rather than ‘checking’.” – Oates 

(2006) p. 247-249 

 

The semi-structured interview structure allowed us to adapt the interview for the 

individual we spoke to. If they seemed more eager to talk about possible improvements 

rather than problems, then we could adjust our interaction accordingly. 
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4.4.1 Pre-interview 

This interview is described as the pre-interview to signify the data gathered before the 

code re-write and the state of things before any changes were proposed. 

Experience 

1. How old are you? 
2. How long have you worked as a software developer? 
3. How long have you worked at the company? 
4. Do you have any formal or informal education? 
5. Language exposure 

a. What languages have you been exposed to during education? 
b. How familiar are you with Java? 
c. How familiar are you with Kotlin? 
d. What other languages have you worked with? 

Study specific questions 

1. Are you responsible for any parts of the application? 
2. Which parts of the codebase are you mostly working with? 
3. Problems 

a. What would you say are the most common issues you face in your 
work? 

b. What issues do you face on a day to day basis as a developer? 
c. What issues related to code do you usually encounter? 
d. What would help you with these problems? 

4. Improvements 
a. Are there any improvements you’d like to see in the codebase? 
b. What would you like to see improved in your codebase? 
c. What do you think could be improved in your codebase? 
d. How would you like to make these improvements? 

5. Have you looked at other languages or frameworks than those you already 
use? 

6. What has drawn you to any of these languages or frameworks? 
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4.4.2 Post-interview 

This interview is described as the post-interview to signify it was made after the code 

re-write to gather information of any changes in perception when introduces to Kotlin. 

 

During this interview, we let the interviewee see our re-written code. Depending on 

the interviewee the interviews had different flows but the same areas was covered. 

 

The interview consisted of (1) Code examples covered by chapter 3. Kotlin as a 

language, and (2) a side to side comparison between Kotlin and Java classes in the 

context of their own codebase.  

 

The second part covered the following aspects which differs between their Kotlin and 

Java implementation: 

1. Variables 
2. Functions 

a. Extension 
b. Local 

3. Classes 
a. Data / POJO / DTO 
b. Getter / Setter 
c. Inheritance 
d. Companion objects vs Static 

4. Null safety 
5. Miscellaneous  

a. Imports 
b. Checked casting with “is” 
c. Unchecked casting with “as” 
d. Control flow 

6. Interoperability 
a. Calling Kotlin from Java 
b. Calling Java from Kotlin 

 

4.5 Interviewees 

We focused on backend developers and secondarily those developers which were not 

primarily backend developers but had experience in the backend part of their 

application. We interviewed a total of 6 developers. 
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5. Results and analysis 

This chapter describes the study results. 

5.1 Requirements and matched language features 

After our pre-interviews we aggregated the problems and requirements respectively 

into the following tables. 

 

Developer problems Developer requirement 

1. Understanding intent of code 1. Easier to understand code 

2. Understanding what each 
(duplicate) class is used for 

2. Differentiation of similar classes 

3. Confusion of where and when to 
use which similar functions 

3.  Clarify where certain class 
functionality should be used 

4. Lack of readability 4. Improved readability 

5. Wanting to create new things 5. Possibility to create new things, 
decoupling code 

6. Outdated documentation 6. Updated documentation 

7. Refactoring needs to be done on 
many places 

7. Ease refactoring 

8. Long compilation time 8. Decrease compilation time 

9. Time estimates for refactoring old 
code 

9. Joined assessment of time 
estimates and effects 

10. Hard to divide code 10. Provide ways of dividing code 

11. Non-flexible tooling 11. Support for using different tools 

12. Frameworks lacks support for 
incremental adoption 

12. Frameworks needs to support 
incremental adoption 

13. Sharing knowledge between 
developers 

13. Knowledge sharing and 
documentation 

Table 8: Developer problems & requirements 

In the above table we see each identified problem translated into a requirement. 
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To better understand the relation between the requirements we made a hierarchy of 

the requirement relations. 

  
Figure 4: Requirement relation hierarchy 

In the above figure, we see three root requirements (1) easier to understand code, (2) 

provide ways of dividing code and (11) support for using different tools. 

 

Developer requirement Kotlin feature 

1. Easier to understand code 1. Expressive code, null-safety, 
lexical familiarity 

2. Differentiation of similar classes 2. Importing “as” 

3. Clarify where certain class 
functionality should be used 

3. Importing “as” 

4. Improved readability 4. Concise syntax, fewer lines, 
lexical familiarity 

5. Possibility to create new things, 
decoupling code 

5. Extension functions (decoupling) 

6. Updated documentation 6. Expressive code (self-
documenting) 

7. Ease refactoring 7. Expressive code 

8. Decrease compilation time 8. Expressive syntax, lexical 
familiarity 

9. Joined assessment of time 
estimates and effects 

9. - Not applicable- 

10. Provide ways of dividing code 10. Extension functions, local 
functions 

11. Support for using different tools 11. – Not applicable - 

12. Frameworks needs to support 
incremental adoption 

12. Interoperability 
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13. Knowledge sharing and 
documentation 

13. Expressive code, lexical 
familiarity, concise syntax 

Table 9: Developer requirement & Kotlin feature 

In the above table we try to match each requirement to a Kotlin feature which could 

entirely or partly meet the requirement. 

 

To better understand the relation between the above-listed features we created this 

visual representation. 

 

 
Figure 5: Kotlin feature relation hierarchy 

 

In the above figure, we have two root nodes – expressive code and interoperability. 

The expressive code node was an overarching feature which consists of several smaller 

features. 

Requirement 1 

A problem shared by most developers is that it takes time to understand existing code 

and what intent a part of code has. The code is hurdled into several layers of null-

checks which makes the code less readable. There is much boilerplate code which adds 

to the effort of understanding the unique parts of certain functions. 

 

The interviewees reacted positively to the re-written and shortened code. Features 

which met this requirement was in part the overall expressiveness of Kotlin and its 

lexical familiarity. The decreased amount of null-checks made it easier to understand 

the intent. 

Requirement 2 & 3 

Differentiating similar classes with the use of the import as feature was appreciated 

by the developers. It provided contextual information about the target class which 

could be used to indicate it’s use case. 
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Requirement 4 

The developers had two related requirements; easier to understand code and 

improved readability. These are similar but related in that readability could ease 

understandability. All developers expressed that Kotlin provided an improvement in 

readability. 

Requirement 5 

A few developers expressed the urge to create new things instead of reusing and 

assembling already existing parts. We argue that if the codebase could be decoupled 

using extension functions and conventional refactorization, it might give developers a 

sense of creating new things. A transition towards Kotlin might also provide this in the 

short term. 

Requirement 6 

A few developers expressed the need for updated documentation. They said that 

documentation could be missing or be out of sync in several places. One developer also 

stated that: 

“JavaDoc is the last resort, I mean that one should write as self-

documenting code as possible and then you write JavaDoc to fill in 

the gaps” – Anonymous (Interviewee, May 14, 2018) [In Swedish] 

 

What we gather from this is that if it’s easier to express oneself with code it’s also easier 

to write it in a self-documented manner. We consider the expressive and concise 

nature of Kotlin to improve upon this. 

Requirement 7 

A few developers expressed a need to ease refactorization. While IDEs provide tools 

for refactoring, like renaming variables and methods and removing unused code; it 

requires the use of an external tool apart from the actual code and manual evaluation. 

 

With the use of Kotlin, previously repeated statements could be expressed in a more 

concise manner: 

@JvmStatic 

fun getAbsoluteURL(int guideID, request: HttpServletRequest) : String { 

    val guide = Guide().apply { 

        id = guideID // no need to repeat 

                    // "guide.id =", "guide.guideTypeID = " and so on 

        guideTypeID = GuideType.GUIDE 

    } 

    return guide.getAbsoluteURL(request) 

}  
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When we used this way of setting properties on the guide variable we limit the 

occurrences that needs to be renamed. All developers expressed appreciation of this 

language feature. 

Requirement 8 

To minimize the need of decreasing the compilation time we suggest that the 

expressiveness and lexical familiarity of Kotlin makes it more understandable which 

decreases the amount of trial-and-error work needed to understand the code. 

Requirement 9 

A few developers expressed that there was either a need for collaboratively plan 

refactorization or that it was challenging to assess how much time one should dedicate 

for rewriting a part of the code. We could think of no perspective in which Kotlin would 

meet this requirement. 

Requirement 10 

A few developers expressed the need for dividing code and they reacted positively 

when introduced to the way Kotlin supports lambda-like syntax in their extension 

functions and local functions. The possibility of chaining actions without intermediate 

null-checks was appreciated. 

 

The above is one example of code developers was presented with. 

Requirement 11 

Developers who also worked with frontend development expressed that the internally 

promoted IDE (Integrated Development Environment) Eclipse was lacking features or 

that they wanted to use another IDE. Though most developers promoted Eclipse as 

having great support for Java. 

 

Something developers asked about, while learning about Kotlin, was if their primary 

Java IDE would support Kotlin or if it would require a change. Kotlin support for 

Eclipse is provided via an official plugin from JetBrains, the language creators. 

guide.steps?.forEach { step -> 

    var stepExist = false 

    postedGuide.steps? 

        .firstOrNull { it.stepID == step.stepID } 

        ?.apply { 

            step.text = it.text 

        } 

}  
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Requirement 12 

All developers conveyed that being able to incrementally adopt a piece of technology 

was important. It minimizes the risks and the potential adverse which are inherent 

when adopting a technology. 

Requirement 13 

Several developers expressed interest in knowledge sharing among their developer 

colleagues. Some knowledge was already shared via their internal guides. We suggest 

that the concise and expressive syntax of Kotlin could make it easier to provide short 

and meaningful examples for how something should be done. 

5.2 Perception of language features 

Based on our rewrite, which is available in full in the appendix, we showcased 

differences between a few Java and Kotlin classes and showed how the same code 

could be represented in Kotlin instead of Java. 

 

A part of this was to cover the examples we show in chapter 4. Kotlin as a language. 

Another part was a side by side comparison of classes and a selection of methods 

within these classes. Since some classes were over 1000 lines long we tried to show 

what is possible with Kotlin rather than having over 1000 lines of similar code to 

review. 

5.2.1 Variables 

We began with showing how variables are declared and we explained how Kotlin treats 

type safety; that a variable can have its type inferred. 

There were mixed initial reactions to this as some seemed to think that type could be 

omitted entirely and behave similar to JavaScript. We tried to emphasize that these 

types were inferred and still type safe. A few developers preferred to always define the 

type. There was some confusion as to which Java type the Int represented. Beside 

some confusion the impressions were positive. 

val a: Int = 1  // immediate assignment 

val b = 2   // `Int` type is inferred 

val c: Int  // Type required when no initializer is provided 

c = 3       // deferred assignment 

 

// 

 

var x = 5 // `Int` type is inferred 

x += 1  
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5.2.2 Strings and template strings 

Template strings was positively perceived. One developer asked why this didn’t exist 

in Java. Another developer mentioned that this is doable with Java but requires more 

boilerplate code. 

 

In the examples that followed template strings were used extensively. That was part of 

what made the rewrite more concise. 

5.2.3 Functions 

We showcased several examples of functions. The first example covered how functions 

are defined. 

The first function in the above code showcased how functions doesn’t need a body and 

that it could be suitable for small functions. The first example was by one developer 

thought to decrease the type safety because the return type wasn’t defined. This 

seemed to be a misconception from experiences with languages like JavaScript. 

5.2.3.1 Extension functions 

We made several examples of extension functions throughout the showcase. The first 

one showed how an extension function could be used on a person object. 

With the following example to contrast it to Java. 

fun getPersonFullName(person: Person) = "${person.firstName} ${person.lastName}" 
val person = Person("John", "Doe") 
println(getPersonFullName(person)) 

There were some questions about how this worked and if it was similar to how 

JavaScript can bind functions to prototypes. We clarified that this was the same as how 

a utility function works in Java (like the second example showed) with only a 

syntactical difference. 

  

fun sum(a: Int, b: Int) = a + b 

 

fun sum(a: Int, b: Int): Int { 

    return a + b 

}  

fun Person.getFullName() = "${this.firstName} ${this.lastName}" 

val person = Person("John", "Doe") 

println(person.getFullName())  
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5.2.3.2 Local functions 

We gave one example of local functions with which one can define functions scoped 

inside another function. Those who were familiar with JavaScript were vocal about its 

similarities to how one can code in JavaScript. 

5.2.4 Classes 

We gave examples of different types of classes and how their default behavior differs 

from Java. 

5.2.4.1 Data class / DTO / POJO 

The first example was an example of a DTO which they frequently use. 

The examples that followed were based on their codebase specific Guide, 

GuideEvent and Topic. All developers seemed to appreciate the fewer lines of code 

needed with some delightfully expressed that it was very good and that it was much 

less boilerplate code. 

5.2.4.2 Getter / Setter 

The first example of getters and setters was shown outside of the context of their 

codebase with a person example. We described what differences there was between 

val and var regarding the generation of getter and setters. 

Several developers seemed to appreciate this because it was more concise. One 

developer said that it was almost like setting properties public in Java without creating 

getter and setters and questioned its use. 

  

private fun deleteMediaFiles(mediaPath: String) : Unit { 

    fun File.deleteIfExists() = if(exists()) delete() 

    File("${mediaPath}/cover.png").deleteIfExists() 

    File("${mediaPath}/icon.png").deleteIfExists() 

    File("${mediaPath}/summary.png").deleteIfExists() 

}  

data class User(val name: String, val age: Int)  

class Person(val id:Int, var hairColor:String) 

val person = Person(1, "red") 

person.hairColor = "brown" 

println(person.hairColor)  
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5.2.4.2 Inheritance 

We provided two examples for inheritance with an emphasis on that Kotlin classes 

needs to be explicitly designed for inheritance, and that this can reduce side effects of 

extending classes which we’re not designed for inheritance. 

We got no notable reactions, positive or negative about the inheritance aspect. 

5.2.4.3 Companion objects vs Static 

A difference which was not provided as a pre-written code example but instead talked 

about was Kotlin’s alternative to static properties. If class instances need to share 

something between them like a Logger then the companion object could be used. 

When we talked about this feature we wrote code like the following to show that 

companion objects support inheritance like regular classes. 

The example shows a singleton Logger which will be logging each creation of a Guide. 

Its functions are available like static functions are available to class instances in Java. 

This seemed appreciated by a test-focused developer because it avoids the use of pure 

static Java functions which made it easier to mock. 

5.2.5 Imports 

The import “as” syntax was displayed two times. One in the basic code examples and 

one in the context of their own code. Every developer concurred that it was a useful 

feature. 

  

open class Base { 

    open fun v() {} 

    fun nv() {} 

} 

class Derived() : Base() { 

    override fun v() {} 

}  

open class Logger(val tag: String?) { 

    fun log(msg: String) = println("$tag: $msg") 

} 

class Guide { 

    companion object:Logger(Guide::class.simpleName) 

    init { 

        log("guide created") 

    } 

}  

import com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities.guide.Guide; 

import com.infocaption.smartass.Guide as OldSmartassGuide;  
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5.2.6 Null-safety 

Null-safety was showcased throughout the examples; most prominently while 

chaining expressions. 

In the above example the Elvis operator was used to provide a default value of “empty” 

if a variable evaluated to be null. 

 

While talking about this it was contrasted with pseudo-Java code like this: 

The following example was derived from their own Java implementation which 

contained more lines and null-checks. 

This was expressly appreciated for its short implementation as compared to the Java 

variant. 

 

The above was rewritten from a Java equivalent which had multiple null-checks that a 

few developers pointed out as being hard to follow. One developer said that it looked 

more readable yet unfamiliar and that it in contrast to the Java code could take more 

time to understand it’s intent. 

  

val mayBeNull: String? = null 

val name = mayBeNull ?: "empty" // equals "empty"  

String name; 

if (mayBeNull != null) 

    name = mayBeNull 

else 

    name = "empty"  

fun ProcydoUser.getAdminMode(): Boolean { 

    return this?.settings.get(UserPropertyLogic.PROPERTY_ADMINMODE).toIntOrNull() == 1 

}  

@JvmStatic 

fun getAbsoluteGuideXmlURL(request: HttpServletRequest) : String? { 

    request.getAttribute("guideXMLURL")?.let { return it } 

    request.getParameter("Guide")?.let { return it } 

    request.getSession(true).getAttribute("guideXMLURL")?.let { return it } 

 

    val guideID = ServletUtilities.getIntParam("GuideID", 0, request) 

    return Guide.getGuideXMLFileName(guideID) 

}  
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Another example which combined Kotlin’s lambda expressions with their extension 

functions and safety operators was the following: 

What we showcased here is that one can: 

1. loop over guide.steps only if it’s not null 
2. find the first step which match the condition 
3. if no matching step was found then return null 
4. execute things only if the previous expression was not null 
5. replace guide.steps only if any new steps were found 

 

This example was very well received but several developers noted that, while they 

understood the code after it was explained, it could take a while getting used to and 

understand as quickly as the Java equivalent. While the understandability was 

questioned, most developers seemed to agree that it was easier to read. 

 

5.2.7 Casting 

In the basic examples we showed the checked casting which seemed appreciated by all 

developers. It allowed them to avoid explicitly casting after the instance check. 

The unchecked casting was used throughout the re-written code. 

The above example could have been re-written to use checked casting but was kept 

displaying the similarity to the previous the Java implementation. One developer 

pointed out the possibility of using the checked casting instead. 

  

val stepsAfterDeleteAndUpdate = arrayListOf<GuideStep>() 

guide.steps?.forEach { step -> 

    postedGuide.steps? 

        .firstOrNull { it.stepID == step.stepID } 

        ?.apply { 

            // ... Removed implementation details 

            step.text = it.text 

            stepsAfterDeleteAndUpdate.add(step) 

        } 

    if(!stepExist) 

        deleteMediaFilesForGuideStep(guideMediaPath, step) 

} 

guide.steps = guide.steps ?: stepsAfterDeleteAndUpdate  

if (x is String) { 

    // x is now treated as a String 

    println(x.length) 

}  

fun updateGuide(postguide: Guide, user: User) : StepByStepGuide { 

    val postedGuide = postguide as StepByStepGuide  
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5.2.8 Control flow 

We showcased three unique examples of control flow operations. 

 

The first used a switch-like expression: 

And the second one used the same when expression but without an argument: 

This seemed to be a bit of confusing to a few developers and two noted that if might 

take a while to grasp the language syntax in full. 

 

The following example was used to show the capabilities of Kotlin. It allows one to 

break or return from a certain part in code. It was noted to the developers that this was 

used to show that the functionality exists. 

Several developers recognized the label@-like syntax that also exists in other 

languages. Since we highlighted the feature we were not sure how useful the 

developers thought it was. 

  

val ext = when(this.guideTypeID) { 

    GuideType.GUIDE -> ".guide" 

    GuideType.TEST, GuideType.KNOWLEDGE_TEST -> ".test" 

    GuideType.COURSE, GuideType.LMS_COURSE -> ".course" 

    GuideType.QUICK_RECORDING -> ".recording" 

    else -> ".guide" 

}  

when { 

    user == null -> return false 

    user.hasSuperAdministratorPermission() -> return true 

    else -> return user.permission.forEach { permission -> 

        if(permission.organizationID.toInt() == organizationID.toInt()) 

            return true 

    } 

}  

outer@ for (pStep in postedGuide.getSteps()) { 

    guide.steps?.forEach { step -> 

        if (pStep.getStepID() === step.getStepID()) { 

            newStepOrder.add(step) 

            break@outer 

        } 

    } 

    // ... Removed implementation details 

    // do something more 

}  
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5.2.9 Interoperability 

Since our re-written code tried to preserve the signatures of the Java implementations 

we also showcased that @JvmStatic annotations can be used to preserve the 

previously used static methods. 

Most developers said this was useful so that they could avoid rewriting every existing 

use of each respective method. Besides this we throughout the examples said that the 

getter and setter syntax of properties would be preserved when called from Java. 

  

object ProsydoUtil { 

    @JvmStatic 

    fun toJson(object: Object) : String { 

        return gson.toJson(object) 

    } 

}  
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6. Discussion and conclusions 

In this chapter, we discuss the study result, summarize conclusions and reflect on 

improvements for future studies. 

6.1 Does Kotlin provide a positive change in perception compared to a 

previous Java-only state? 

This study was made to research how developers feel and perceive their development 

environment – and their feelings might not be generalizable. What this study does 

contribute with is knowledge about how a set of Java-developers perceive Kotlin as a 

means to solve their common problems. If these developers find that the selling points 

of Kotlin matches up against the problems they’ve described, then that is valuable 

knowledge. Furthermore, the matching of problems and requirements to Kotlin 

features; and the clarification of the developers’ perception of Kotlin features brings 

with it a perspective of Kotlin’s role to solve common developer problems and its effect 

on the developer experience. 

 

Our interviewed developers had differing approaches to development which seemed 

to influence how they talked about problems in the pre-interview. Developers which 

applied clear planning followed by tests and implementations seemed less inclined to 

talk of problems; instead they talked about it as something they just handled. 

 

In the post-interviews, most developers reacted in an overall positive way when faced 

with the Kotlin representation of their codebase, while one developer expressed a lack 

of relevance because his daily focus was on other parts of the project. 

 

The aggregated developer requirements from table 9 were mostly able to be matched 

against Kotlin features. Though many of the requirements were not directly relatable 

to intrinsic language features, they were considered as eased by the linked Kotlin 

features. 

 

To further understand in what extent, the requirements are met, we would encourage 

future studies to let Java developers work with Kotlin over time. This would enable the 

Kotlin codebase to mature and provide more data about the evolution of the code. 

 

The overall perception was good and the inherent risks of adopting Kotlin turned 

about to be low. The potential of improvement of the developer experience was high. 

6.2 What challenges comes to light upon introducing Kotlin to a Java-

based project? 

The main challenge faced while conducting this research was adding Kotlin to an 

already existing build-system. It was time-consuming to understand the unfamiliar 
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build-system, the research partners code, and how the Kotlin compilation steps would 

act within a local development workflow as well as their upstream continuous 

integration workflow. Developers would need to learn the new language and be given 

time to do so. With the introduction of the Kotlin language we believe the company 

would benefit from making a collaborative effort in deciding how, what and when 

migration should be done. With our code re-write we’ve shown how they can ease 

development in the most-used parts of their codebase. 

6.3 Reflections about Kotlin language adoption 

Section 2.2 summarizes a quantitative study by Meyerovich & Rabkin (2013) in which 

we mentioned a set of factors that influences language adoption. Intrinsic features 

were described as a second priority to the amount of available open source libraries 

and social factors as colleague’s experiences. Since Kotlin has interoperability with 

Java all libraries available for Java are available to Kotlin. This indicates that Kotlin 

has a high probability of adoption and our results support the relevance of this factor. 

 

Kotlin is promoted as being expressive and with the comparison done in this study we 

concur in this assessment. Meyerovich & Rabkin (2013) mentions that developers 

value expressiveness and speed of development over correctness. Kotlin seems to 

match well against the expressive factor compared to Java, with its type-system and 

linguistic style. 

 

The current low usage of Kotlin could be put in contrast to the age of other JVM 

languages which made the most-popular list of the Stack Overflow Developer Survey 

2018 (2018). 

Language First appeared Stable release Popularity 

Java 1995 May 1996 Jan 45,3% 

Scala 2004 Jan 2004 Mars 4,4% 

Groovy 2003 Aug 2007 Jan 4,3% 

Kotlin 2011 July 2016 Feb 4,5% 
Table 10: Age and popularity of JVM languages 

The above table shows that Kotlin has reached a popularity of 4,5% since its stable 

release ~2 years ago, Scala 4,4% in ~14 years and Groovy 4,3% in ~11 years. The 

comparison to Java isn’t ideal since Java has been the primary language for the Java 

Virtual Machine and has amassed market share and popularity since then. 

 

Kotlin was compared to the other popular JVM languages, at the time of writing, 

relatively new while it has risen above both Scala, Groovy and Clojure in popularity. 

The interest and use of Kotlin seems to be on the up-rise with the language rating 

highly in how many developers wants to use it and how many enjoy using it. 
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6.4 Method critique & future studies 

In this section, we will cover method critique and suggest what future studies can 

provide.  

6.4.1 Generalization 

Oates (2006) mentions that semi-structured interviews pose challenges when it comes 

to generalization. When one is gathering data about what a small sample of people 

think, perceives and feels it is not directly generalizable to the population. Yet, it 

provides value to those in similar situations. This issue of generalization seems like a 

central one for case studies. 

6.4.2 Isolating the effects of Kotlin usage from the effects from refactorization 

When rewriting a codebase to investigate the effects of the languages intrinsic features 

the responses and perceived usefulness could be influenced by the very fact that the 

code was just rewritten. This posed a question of if the rewrite should try and preserve 

any potential “bad code” structures in Kotlin. We felt this introduced a set of other 

problems so we focused on rewriting the code as conventional by Kotlin examples. 

6.4.3 Code quality and correctness 

The code written was initially executed in the context of the company’s own codebase 

but a lack of time and sufficient planning made it challenging to keep working in it. 

The build system needed configuration and the unfamiliarity of their build system 

made it a time-consuming task. 

 

The provided code was deemed sufficient for showcasing the language but it has not 

been compiled so it’s not guaranteed to work as-is; some minor changes might be 

necessary. 

 

The code was also purposely written to make use and showcase features of Kotlin so it 

is likely that it could be written in a more readable or performant way. The code did 

serve its purpose of being the basis of an introduction to the Kotlin language. One 

developer corrected a Kotlin function which was missing a final return statement. We 

found it intriguing that he spotted the missing code piece in the new language. 

6.4.4 Interviews or observations 

After we conducted the second sets of interviews we found that there were a lot of non-

verbal cues that alluded to their perception. If a similar study is to be executed an 

observational approach might be considered where the developer could be asked to 

explain code or write his or her own code in Kotlin. 
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6.4.5 The no-Kotlin-experience constraint 

The primary constraint of this study was limiting the search of research partners to 

those that had not previously used Kotlin before. This was decided because we wanted 

the response from the interviewees to not be influenced by previous usage of the 

language. If they would have been exposed to Kotlin before then the surrounding 

environment could have influenced their perception. As the conceptual model of 

developer experience visualizes in figure 1, the developer experience includes social 

factors. Limiting the influence of these social factors lowered the possibility of negative 

preconceived notions based on colleagues’ experiences. Future studies might want to 

revise this approach or complement it with data from experience Kotlin developers.  
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8. Appendix 

8.1. Source code - code examples.kt 

val a: Int = 1  // immediate assignment 

val b = 2   // `Int` type is inferred 

val c: Int  // Type required when no initializer is provided 

c = 3       // deferred assignment 

 

// 

 

var x = 5 // `Int` type is inferred 

x += 1 

 

//  

 

val s = "abc" 

println("$s.length is ${s.length}") // prints "abc.length is 3" 

 

// 

 

val s = "abc" 

println(s + ".length is " + s.length) 

 

// 

 

val text = "this is a first line\n" + 

    "this is a second line" 

 

val text = "this is a first line\n" + 

    "this is a second line\n" + 

    "this is a third line" 

 

val text = """this is a first line 

    this is a second line 

    this is a third line 

    """.trimMargin() 

// 

 

fun sum(a: Int, b: Int) = a + b 

 

fun sum(a: Int, b: Int): Int { 

    return a + b 

} 

 

// 

 

import foo.Bar as NewBar 

import bar.Bar as OldBar 
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// 

 

class Person 

class Person ( 

    var firstName: String = "(empty)" 

    var hairColor: String 

) 

class Person(var firstName: String, var lastName: String) 

class Person(var firstName:String = "empty", var lastName:String = "empty") 

 

class Person(val id:Int, var hairColor:String) 

val person = Person(1, "red") 

person.hairColor = "brown" 

println(person.hairColor) 

 

// 

 

data class User(val name: String, val age: Int) 

 

// 

 

open class Base { 

    open fun v() {} 

    fun nv() {} 

} 

class Derived() : Base() { 

    override fun v() {} 

} 

 

//  

 

fun Person.getFullName() = "${this.firstName} ${this.lastName}" 

 

// 

 

val person = Person("John", "Doe") 

println(person.getFullName()) 

 

fun getPersonFullName(person: Person) = "${person.firstName} ${person.lastName}" 

 

val person = Person("John", "Doe") 

println(getPersonFullName(person)) 

 

// 

 

if (x is String) { 

    // x is now treated as a String 

    println(x.length) 

} 

 

val animal = Animal() 
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val dog = animal as Dog 

dog.bark() // Woff 

 

// 

 

object DatabaseSingleton { 

    var connection:Connection 

} 

 

// 

 

private fun deleteMediaFiles(mediaPath: String) : Unit { 

    fun File.deleteIfExists() = if(exists()) delete() 

    File("${mediaPath}/cover.png").deleteIfExists() 

    File("${mediaPath}/icon.png").deleteIfExists() 

    File("${mediaPath}/summary.png").deleteIfExists() 

} 

 

// 

 

val cantBeNull: String 

val canBeNull: String? 

 

val mayBeNull: String? = null 

val name = mayBeNull ?: "empty" // equals "empty" 

 

var names: ArrayList<String>? = arrayListOf("James", "Sandra", "Luis") 

names?.forEach { println(it) } // James, Sandra, Luis 

names = null 

names?.forEach { println(it) } // Outputs nothing 

 

// 

 

8.2 Source code - Guide.kt 

package com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities.guide 

 

import java.io.Serializable 

import java.sql.Timestamp 

import java.util.ArrayList 

import java.util.Date 

import java.util.HashSet 

import com.infocaption.smartass.GuideRelation 

import com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities.BaseEntity 

import com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities.Topic 

import com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities.user.User 

 

/** 

* Represents the guide entity. A guide can have different types and can be 

* grouped in groups called outlines. In Prosydo, a guide is associated with 
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* either a routine or an activity as a mean to help the user understand how 

* they work or are supposed to be carried out. 

* 

* @category BaseEntity 

* @see com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities.BaseEntity 

* @version 1.0 

*/ 

data class Guide : BaseEntity(0), Serializable, Comparable<Guide> { 

    var guideType:Int 

    var title:String 

    var url:String 

    var guideurl:String 

    var summary = "" 

    var description:String 

    var searchable = true 

    var checkedOut = false 

    var removed = false 

    var publicationDate:Timestamp 

    var publicationDateString:String 

    var lastModified:Timestamp 

    var checkedOutDate:Timestamp 

    var lastPlayed:Timestamp 

    var noOfAccesses:Int 

    var noOfPositiveAccesses:Int 

    var noOfNegativeAccesses:Int 

    var guideProcessName:String 

    var guideRoleName:String 

    var guideRoleID:Int 

    var guideProcessID:Int 

    var guideBelongsToProcessID:Int 

    var keyphrases = "" 

    var score = 0 

    var organizationID = 0 

    var userName:String 

    var userID:Int // Last checked out from this User ID. 

    var checkedOutByEmail:String // Last checked out from this User ID. 

    var ownerID:Int // Creator of the guide. 

    var ownerEmail:String           // Creator of the guide. 

    var languageID = 25 

    var topicID:Int 

    var topicName:String 

    var topics:Set<Topic> = HashSet<Topic>() 

    var topicIDs:List<Int> 

    var authors:Set<Int> = HashSet<Int>() 

    var thumbnailURL:String 

    var courseID:Int 

    var feedbackEmail:String 

    var guid:String 

    var isValidFromEnabled = false 

    var isValidToEnable = false 

    var validFrom:Timestamp 
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    var validTo:Timestamp 

    var readValidTo:Timestamp 

    var readValidation:Int 

    var password = "" 

    var editPassword = "" 

    var xmlPath:String 

    var restrictions:IntArray 

    var iconID:Int 

    var outdateLanguage = false 

    var outdateLanguageText:String 

    var localizations:List<GuideRelation> = ArrayList<GuideRelation>() 

    var relations:List<GuideRelation> = ArrayList<GuideRelation>() 

    var moreHelpLink:String 

    var playMode:Int 

 

    fun addTopic(topicname: String) { 

        val t = Topic() 

        t.setName(topicname) 

        this.topics.add(t) 

    } 

 

    // TODO Replace this when we've removed the old search for guides in Procydo. 

    override fun compareTo(other: Guide): Int = when(score) { 

        other.score -> title.compareTo(other.title) 

        else -> score.compareTo(other.score) 

    } 

} 

 

8.3 Source code - GuideEvent.kt 

open data class GuideEvent ( 

    val guideID: Int, 

    val eventType: EventType, 

    val singleOrLastChangeInBatch: Boolean 

) { 

    enum class EventType { 

        NEW, UPDATED, DELETED; 

    } 

} 

8.4 Source code - GuideHelper.kt 

package com.infocaption.smartass.helper 

 

import com.infocaption.smartass.Guide 

 

fun Guide.getAbsoluteURL(request: HttpServletRequest) : String { 

    // Get the context path 

    val path = ServletUtilities.getAbsoluteContextUrl(request) + "/" 

    // Get the extension 
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    val ext = when(this.guideTypeID) { 

        GuideType.GUIDE -> ".guide" 

        GuideType.TEST, GuideType.KNOWLEDGE_TEST -> ".test" 

        GuideType.COURSE, GuideType.LMS_COURSE -> ".course" 

        GuideType.QUICK_RECORDING -> ".recording" 

        else -> ".guide" 

    } 

 

    // Get the id 

    var guideID = this.id.toString() 

 

    // Encrypt the guide id if set in config 

    if (PlayerUtilities.isGuideIDEncryptionEnabled()) { 

        guideID = PlayerUtilities.encryptGuideID(guideID) 

    } 

 

    return path + guideID + ext; 

} 

 

fun Guide.getEmailGuideLabel(request: HttpServletRequest):String { 

    val messageName = when (guideTypeID) { 

        GuideType.GUIDE -> "label.Search.EmailGuide" 

        GuideType.TEST ->  "label.Search.EmailTest" 

        GuideType.COURSE ->  "label.Search.EmailCourse" 

        else ->  "label.Search.EmailGuide" 

    } 

    return SmartAssServlet.getLocalizedMessage(messageName, request) 

} 

 

object GuideHelper { 

    /** 

     * Returns the absolute URL to the guide. For example 

     * http://host/smartass/23.guide. 

     */ 

@JvmStatic 

fun getAbsoluteURL(int guideID, request: HttpServletRequest) : String { 

    val guide = Guide().apply { 

        id = guideID 

        guideTypeID = GuideType.GUIDE 

    } 

    return guide.getAbsoluteURL(request) 

} 

 

    @JvmStatic 

    fun getAbsoluteURL(guide: Guide, request: HttpServletRequest) = 

guide.getAbsoluteURL(request) 

 

    @JvmStatic 

    fun getAbsoluteGuideXmlURL(request: HttpServletRequest) : String? { 

        request.getAttribute("guideXMLURL")?.let { return it } 

        request.getParameter("Guide")?.let { return it } 
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        request.getSession(true).getAttribute("guideXMLURL")?.let { return it } 

 

        val guideID = ServletUtilities.getIntParam("GuideID", 0, request) 

        return Guide.getGuideXMLFileName(guideID) 

    } 

 

    /** 

    * Returns the correct e-mail guide label depending on guide type. 

    */ 

    @JvmStatic 

    fun getEmailGuideLabel(guide: Guide, request: HttpServletRequest) = 

guide.getEmailGuideLabel(request) 

} 

 

 

8.5 Source code - GuideLogic.kt 

import com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities.guide.Guide; 

import com.infocaption.smartass.Guide as OldSmartassGuide; 

 

@Singleton 

open class GuideLogics @Inject constructor( 

    daoLoader: DAOLoader, 

    guideSearchProvider: Provider<GuideSearchInterface>, 

    processLogicProvider: Provider<ProcessLogic>, 

    private val guideMediaConversionLogic: GuideMediaConversionLogic, 

    private val topicLogic: TopicLogic, 

    private val ptLogic: PTLogic, 

    private val eventBus: EventBus, 

    private val translateLogic: TranslateLogic, 

    private val userPropertyLogic: UserPropertyLogic, 

    private val guideMediaUploadLogic: GuideMediaUploadLogic, 

    private val guideReadLogic: GuideReadLogic,  

    private val diagramLogic: DiagramLogic, 

    private val ptReadLogic: PTReadLogic, 

    private val lmsLogic: LMSLogic 

) { 

    private val guideDAO = daoLoader.get("ProcessManagerGuideDAO") as 

ProcessManagerGuideDAO 

    private val relationDAO = daoLoader.get("GuideRelationDAO") as 

GuideRelationDAO 

    private val languageDAO = daoLoader.get("LanguageDAO") as LanguageDAO 

    private val processDAO = daoLoader.get("ProcessManagerProcessDAO") as 

ProcessManagerProcessDAO 

    private val topicDAO = daoLoader.get("ProcessManagerTopicDAO") as 

ProcessManagerTopicDAO 

    private val diagramDAO = daoLoader.get("ProcydoDiagramDAO") as 

ProcydoDiagramDAO 
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    @Throws(NumberFormatException::class, IOException::class, 

ClassNotFoundException::class) 

    fun setGuideReadValidation(guideIDs: List<Integer>, date:Timestamp?, 

value:Int) : Int { 

        if(value == 0) date = null 

 

        for (id in guideIDs) { 

            guideDAO.updateGuideReadValidationOnGuide(guideID, date, value); 

            guideSearch.updateEntity(guideID, true, false); 

        } 

 

        guideSearch.rebuildIndex(); 

        return 1; 

    } 

 

    fun setGuideRead(userID: Int, guideID: Int, value: Int) : Int = with(guideDAO) 

{ 

            if(value == 1) setGuideRead(userID, guideID) 

            else removeGuideRead(userID, guideID) 

        } 

    } 

     

    private fun deleteMediaFilesForGuideStep(guideMediaPath: String, step: 

GuideStep) : Unit { 

        fun File.deleteIfExists() = if(exists()) delete() 

        File("${guideMediaPath}/${step.url}").deleteIfExists() 

        File("${guideMediaPath}/Step${step.stepID}.png").deleteIfExists() 

        File("${guideMediaPath}/Step${step.stepID}.gif").deleteIfExists() 

 

        step.videoFiles?.forEach { 

            File("${guideMediaPath}/${videoFile.fileName}").deleteIfExists() 

            File("${guideMediaPath}/${videoFile.poster}").deleteIfExists() 

        } 

        step.videoFiles?.run { step.videoFiles = null } 

    } 

 

    @Throws(IOException::class, NumberFormatException::class, 

ClassNotFoundException::class, SQLException::class) 

    fun updateGuide(postguide: Guide, user: User) : StepByStepGuide { 

        val postedGuide = postguide as StepByStepGuide 

        val checkedOutInfo = guideDAO.getCheckOutInfoForGuide(postedGuide.id); 

         

        if(checkedOutInfo.checkedOutBy != user.id) 

            throw ResourceInUseException("Guide is checked ut to UserID= 

${checkedOutInfo.getCheckedOutBy}"); 

         

        // Make sure that the background converter not publish a guide while 

publish here and remember if there was a active conversion in progress 

        var needConversion = false // 

guideMediaConversionLogic.stopTasksForGuide(postedGuide.getID()); 
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        val guide = guideDAO.getStepByStepGuide(postedGuide.id, false) as 

StepByStepGuide 

        var oldStepIdOfFirstStep = 0 

        if(guide.steps.isNotEmpty()) 

            oldStepIdOfFirstStep = guide.steps.first().stepID 

        // Merge the posted guide from the editor with one in database and 

guide.xml 

        guide.apply { 

            title = postedGuide.title 

            summary = postedGuide.summary 

            keyphrases = postedGuide.keyphrases 

            languageID = postedGuide.languageID 

            feedbackEmail = getFeedbackEmailWhenUsed 

            topicIDs = postedGuide.topicIDs 

            playMode = postedGuide.playMode 

            autoPlayFirstStep = postedGuide.isAutoPlayFirstStep 

            validFrom = postedGuide.validFrom 

            validFromEnabled = postedGuide.isValidFromEnabled 

            validTo = postedGuide.validTo 

            validToEnable = postedGuide.isValidToEnable 

            height = postedGuide.height 

            width = postedGuide.width 

            playbacksizeSetBy = postedGuide.playbacksizeSetBy 

            password = postedGuide.password 

            editPassword = postedGuide.editPassword 

            restrictions = postedGuide.restrictions // This is not stored to 

database in this method but is handle in a general call from addGuide 

        } 

 

        if(postedGuide.getSearchable() != null) 

            guide.searchable = postedGuide.searchable 

         

        // Update all step with content etc 

        val smartassGuidePath = OldSmartassGuide.makePath(guide.publicationDate, 

guide.id) 

        val guideMediaPath = "${Upload.uploadPath}/${smartassGuidePath}" 

        val tmpPath = "${Upload.uploadPath}/upload/${postedGuide.uploadPath}/" 

        // First phase: delete removed step and update changed steps         

        val stepsAfterDeleteAndUpdate = arrayListOf<GuideStep>() 

        guide.steps?.forEach { step -> 

            var stepExist = false 

            postedGuide.steps? 

                .firstOrNull { it.stepID == step.stepID } 

                ?.apply { 

                    stepExist = true 

                    step.text = it.text 

                    step.rmPage = it.rmPage 

                    if(it.thumbnailTime > 0) { 

                        step.thumbnailTime = it.thumbnailTime 

                    } 

                    if(it.isNewMedia) { 
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                        step.playTime = it.playTime 

                        deleteMediaFilesForGuideStep(guideMediaPath, step) 

                        addMediaFileToStep(guideMediaPath, tmpPath, step, it) 

                    } 

                    stepsAfterDeleteAndUpdate.add(step) 

                } 

            if(!stepExist) 

                deleteMediaFilesForGuideStep(guideMediaPath, step) 

        } 

        guide.steps = guide.steps ?: stepsAfterDeleteAndUpdate 

         

        // Second phase: update order and add new steps 

        if (postedGuide.getSteps() != null) { 

            val newStepOrder = ArrayList<GuideStep>() 

            outer@ for (pStep in postedGuide.getSteps()) { 

                guide.steps?.forEach { step -> 

                    if (pStep.getStepID() === step.getStepID()) { 

                        newStepOrder.add(step) 

                        break@outer 

                    } 

                } 

                // step does not exists 

                // New step to add 

                val step = GuideStep() 

                step.setText(pStep.getText()) 

                step.setStepID(pStep.getStepID()) 

                step.setPlayTime(pStep.getPlayTime()) 

                step.setThumbnailTime(pStep.getThumbnailTime()) 

                step.setRmPage(pStep.getRmPage()) 

                addMediaFileToStep(guideMediaPath, tmpPath, step, pStep) 

                newStepOrder.add(step) 

                needConversion = true 

            } 

            guide.steps = newStepOrder 

        } 

 

        FileUtilities.deltree(tmpPath); 

 

        if(guide.steps?.isNotEmpty()) { 

            val gs: GuideStep = guide.steps[0] 

            if(oldStepIdOfFirstStep != gs.stepID() && gs.thumbnailTime == 0) 

            { 

                gs.setThumbnailTime(1) 

                needConversion = true 

            } 

        } 

 

        populateMandatoryFieldsInNewGuideBeforeSave(guide, user) 

        val dbGuide: StepByStepGuide = guideDAO.addStepByStepGuide(guide) 

        if(needConversion) { 
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            guideDAO.updateGuideSearchable(guide.id, false, false); // Set guide 

not searchable but only in database. 

            guideMediaConversionLogic.queuePendingTaskForGuide(guide.id, 2, user, 

false); 

        } 

        else 

            guideMediaConversionLogic.reactivatePausedTaskForGuide(guide.id); 

 

        checkInGuideAndLoggGuideEdit(guide.getID(), user.getID()); 

        // Connect topic here to avoid circular reference between GuideLogic and 

TopicLogic 

        val guideID = ArrayList<Int>() 

        guideID.add(guide.id) 

        topicLogic.connectGuidesToTopics(user.id, guideID, guide.topicIDs) 

        generateGuideUrlFromID(guide) 

        return dbGuide 

    } 

} 

8.6 Source code - ProsydoUtil.kt 

package com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.util 

 

// From ProsydoUtil.java L130 

fun ProcydoUser.getAdminMode(): Boolean { 

    return this?.settings.get(UserPropertyLogic.PROPERTY_ADMINMODE).toIntOrNull() 

== 1 

} 

 

// From ProsydoUtil.java L209 

fun Date.isWithinRange(startDate: Date, endDate: Date) : Boolean { 

    return this.time in startDate.time .. endDate.time 

} 

 

// From ProsydoUtil.java L342 

@JvmStatic 

fun ProcydoUser.hasSuperAdministratorPermission() : Boolean { 

    return this?.superAdministrator == 1 

} 

 

object ProsydoUtil { 

    // Permission constants 

    @JvmStatic const PERMISSION_SUPER_ADMINISTRATOR_REQUIRED = -1 

    @JvmStatic const PERMISSION_SUPER_ADMINISTRATOR = 0 

    @JvmStatic const PERMISSION_ADMINISTRATOR = 1 

    @JvmStatic const PERMISSION_PROCESS_OWNER = 2 

    @JvmStatic const PERMISSION_USER = 3 

 

    // Access constants 

    @JvmStatic const ERROR_READ_PERMISSION = "-3" 

    @JvmStatic const ERROR_WRITE_PERMISSION = "-2" 
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    @JvmStatic const ERROR_WRITE_NEW_POSITION_PERMISSION = "-4" 

    @JvmStatic const ERROR_WRITE_OLD_POSITION_PERMISSION = "-5" 

    @JvmStatic const ERROR_WRITE_ORGANIZATION_PERMISSION = "-6" 

 

    // Register constants. 

    @JvmStatic const USER_REGISTERED_SUCCESS = 1 

    @JvmStatic const USER_ERROR_EXISTS = -1 

 

    // Message constants 

    @JvmStatic const ERROR_ENTITY_EXISTS = "-1" 

 

    // Version constants 

    @JvmStatic const VERSION_SUCCESSFULL = 1 

    @JvmStatic const VERSION_NOTCLONED = 2 

    @JvmStatic const VERSION_FAILED = -1 

    @JvmStatic const VERSION_SUSPENDED = -2 

 

    // Operation constans 

    @JvmStatic const OPERATION_COMPLETED = 1 

    @JvmStatic const OPERATION_FAILED = -1 

 

    // Diagram operation constans 

    @JvmStatic const DIAGRAM_TYPENOTFOUND = -1 

    @JvmStatic const DIAGRAM_SWITCHTYPESUCCESS = 1 

 

    // OAuth constants. 

    @JvmStatic var CLIENT_ID = "Prosydo" 

    @JvmStatic var CLIENT_SECRET = "xAlS45#2ProSoDyLuZ" 

    @JvmStatic var AUTHORIZATION_CODE = "oauth2authcode" 

    @JvmStatic var RESOURCE_SERVER_NAME = "resource" 

    @JvmStatic const ACCESS_TOKEN_VALID = "access_token_valid" 

    @JvmStatic const HEADER_AUTHORIZATION = "Authorization" 

    @JvmStatic const AUTHORIZATION_HEADER_OAUTH2 = "Bearer " + ACCESS_TOKEN_VALID 

 

    // Entity constants. 

    @JvmStatic var PROSYDOPROCESS = 101 

    @JvmStatic val gson: Gson by lazy { 

        GsonBuilder().setDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd").create() 

    } 

     

    @JvmStatic dateTimeGson : Gson 

        get() = GsonBuilder().setDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss").create() 

 

    @JvmStatic 

    fun toJson(object: Object) : String { 

        return gson.toJson(object) 

    } 

     

    // From ProsydoUtil.java L213 

    @JvmStatic 
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    fun hasOrganizationReadPermission(organizationID: Int, user: ProcydoUser?) : 

Boolean { 

        when { 

            user == null -> return false 

            user.hasSuperAdministratorPermission() -> return true 

            else -> return user.permission.forEach { permission -> 

                if(permission.organizationID.toInt() == organizationID.toInt()) 

                    return true 

            } 

        } 

        return false 

    } 

} 

 

8.7 Source code - Topic.kt 

package com.infocaption.smartass.prosydo.dao.entities 

 

import java.sql.Timestamp 

import java.util.ArrayList 

 

data class Topic : BaseEntity(), Comparable<Topic> { 

    var name:String 

    var shortName:String 

    var removed:String 

    var validTo:Timestamp 

    var languageID:Int 

    var guideCount:Int 

    var guideViews:Int 

    var translated:Boolean 

    var subTopics:List<Topic> = ArrayList<Topic>() 

 

    override fun compareTo(other:Topic):Int { 

        return name.compareTo(other.name) 

    } 

} 

 

8.8 Source code - _Misc.kt 

 

// ---------- 

// Is string empty? 

// Used in ProsydoUtil.java L114 

val emptyString: String = "" 

val blankString = "      " 

val nullString: String? = null 

 

emptyString.isEmpty() // true 

blankString.isEmptyOrBlank() // true 
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nullString.isEmptyOrNull() // true 

val name = nullString ?: "empty" 

// ---------- 

 

// ---------- 

// Check for admin mode 

// Used in ProsydoUtil.java L130 

// Extension function in ProsydoUtil.kt 

val user: ProsydoUser 

user.getAdminMode() // true 

// ---------- 

 

open class Logger(val tag: String?) { 

    fun log(msg: String) = println("$tag: $msg") 

} 

class Guide { 

    companion object:Logger(Guide::class.simpleName) 

    init { 

        log("guide created") 

    } 

} 
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